
“The realisation that we cannot rely on governments to do the “right” thing. I decided that if individuals 
act alone then together we can make a difference.”

“The last federal election where self-interest (franking credits) beat 
reasonable action on climate change.”

“A friend who challenged my behaviour. At the time I was focused more on survival at any cost, than the 
impact of my actions. I recognised that I needed to take responsibility for my actions and be the change 
I wanted to see.”

“Sometimes as an individual we can feel powerless to make a difference in the face of the ongoing 
climate catastrophe - especially when compared to global fossil fuels companies and major global 
polluters. However, we can make sure that every action we take as individuals had a positive impact, 
and that includes knowing where our money is being invested. This is why I made the switch to 
investing my super ethically.”

“I had been thinking about it for a while and hadn’t taken any action. Arriving back in the country for the 
2019/2020 summer bushfires prompted me to take action. The enormous loss and displacement of 
humans and animals combined with the lack of government initiative on climate change pushed me 
into action.”

“Sometime last year I realised that the battle to save our planet was going to be won through changing 
the existing money and investment corridors through public action rather than wait for our often-failing 
governments to pass the right laws. Australian Ethical is part of a growing number of corporates who are 
helping us all to create the world we want to live in.”

WE ASKED...

What opened 
your eyes to the 
importance of 
investing your 
money ethically?



“I realised one of the biggest steps I can take on climate action 
is to remove fossil fuels from my superannuation investments.”

“The rising climate awareness brought on by the fires which we 
experienced 2019 - 2020 made the need for more a more ethical 
response to investment un-ignorable for me. The frustration at the lack 
of action at a governmental level stirred a desire in me to do anything I 
could do with my own actions to demonstrate the importance of socially 
responsible actions as an individual in order to be part of the 3.5% of 
activists it takes within a population to create palpable change. Ethical 
super felt like a big part of that picture.”

“Seeing that action however small from an individual can add up to make 
a huge impact.”

“Being with AE gives me confidence and allows me to have an impact 
beyond the small steps I take in my daily life.”

“Seeing the 2019 bushfire ravage Australia, and being told that we should 
consider that year to be the coolest of the coming decade was so scary. 
Seeing the subsequent inaction of our government was worse. I realised 
that I had to start taking every action possible to live more sustainably and 
make more ethical, environmentally conscious choices. Swapping to an 
ethical super was a simple step to make.”

“I’m a scuba diver and some of my greatest moments of joy have been 
surrounded by profound natural beauty. We have wilfully destroyed the 
Great Barrier Reef and left a legacy of bleached, dead coral covered in 
bacteria. I cannot, will not, waste an avenue for action.”

“Once I was primed with self and societal awareness, all it took was one 
simple ethical investing advertisement to swiftly action that item. It may 
come across as a simple action but the iceberg is much deeper under the 
surface.”

“Talk means nothing. 
Putting your money where your mouth 

is forces the establishment to take notice. 
Market forces will prevail.”

“After years of watching David Attenborough, recycling at home, bringing 
to work my lunch, I realised it would not be enough to truly make any 
change. A genuine investment in our environment starts with small 
changes but eventually develops into one of the most important driving 
factors of how we consume, invest and live.”



“It means I can contribute to the greater good of our planet 
without even lifting a finger!”

“The realisation that our government or big business is not going to make 
an effort towards change without pressure from the nation’s citizens.”

“When I realised that my vote isn’t the only way 
I can make a positive impact on future change.“

“Where we invest can influence businesses to be better, convince policy 
makers that certain industries are feasible and also reward the businesses 
that are doing the right thing NOW.”

“The realisation that I can’t wait for governments or other people to 
make changes to impact the environment. The only thing I can do is 
make changes to my own life to ensure I am being part of the 
solution rather than continuing to be a part of the problem.”

“If there is anything that 2020 taught me, it’s to put my money where my 
mouth is. Any sliver of doubt was dispelled upon looking at the returns 
generated through investing sustainably, which - by a long shot - beat the 
super fund that I had been with for more than a decade. It seemed almost 
crazy to not switch funds.”

“The day I got pregnant with my first child I become seriously concerned 
about the world I would bring them into - this continues to be one of my 
driving forces... What world do my children now have to live in? So from 
here onwards I started to try and live an ethical life... not just for me - but for 
those who follow - for our planet - the animals - the children.“

“The realisation that change is in our 
own hands and that consumer choice is a 
powerful tool. We don’t have to wait for a 
paralysed government to act on climate. 

Collective action is powerful.” “David Attenborough’s witness statement. A life on our planet. It broke my 
heart and made me want to do something proactive to help.”

“Learning that the most effective way to reduce your carbon footprint was 
a simple account change. It somewhat seemed easier than watching what 
you eat and how you recycle.”

“Realising most of my day-to-day actions have little to no effect (reusable 
coffee cups and recycling) and that putting my money where my mouth is 
more effective.”


